
Say hello to 
new Sage 50c

Turn over to discover the new finance-focused features…

The newest version of Sage 50c with Office 365 
has landed, bringing greater functionality that’s 
designed to make your customers accounting 
easier than ever, so their business can be at its 
most productive. 

With better banking integration, improved 
reporting, better error correction and new 
modules, they’ll get a Sage 50c that truly 
transforms their business. 

More features, more productivity.

This is my office
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Essentials for CIS
Verifying subcontractors is now a legal requirement. 
The CIS module lets your customers do this with the 
touch of a button.  

OneDrive Support
Set your business free with improved OneDrive 
integration. Store documents online and access them 
anywhere via mobile, tablets and computers. Secure 
storage, automated back-ups and sharing options will 
improve productivity providing more business freedom.   

Direct Bank Feeds
Get data direct from leading UK and Irish banks 
so to can avoid lengthy reconciliation or re-keying 
payment processes. They’ll see their cash position 
in near real time, enabling them to make better 
business decisions. 

Sage Reporting Improvements
Building great reports just got easier! With Excel 
reporting improvements, your customers can easily 
export nominal transactions, accounts and sales 
transactions into an easy to use format and then 
interrogate, filter or edit data as needed. 

Concurrent Error Corrections
Encountered an error? No need to log everyone  
out to fix it. With concurrent error corrections, 
issues can be addressed while others are logged in. 
Plus, with improved access rights, your customers 
can control who accesses information within  
Office 365. Simple, secure. 

What’s new?

The latest version of Sage 50c with Office 365 brings a range of financial 
features that will make accounting more seamless than ever, helping your 
customers focus on running their business.
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• Improved Sage Intelligence Reporting – More reports such as Sales, purchases and more. 

• Improved Projects – Track revenue or costs against projects with improved reporting.

• Extended Field Lengths – Longer descriptions and references.

• Add Bank Charges when posting Invoice Payments – Enter bank charges when posting  
payments for invoices. 

• PEGG – A personal assistant that helps your customers get account balances, transactions  
and expenses information.

Continuous improvement, with your help 

Our roadmap gives you a clear look at the changes you have requested. Discover what’s currently in  
development, what has launched, and the features we’re getting ready to release. See where accounts  
is going and have your say on what comes next. 

Check out the Roadmap  
www.sage.co.uk/roadmap

Coming soon...
Happy with the improvements? We’ve got more planned on the journey 
towards invisible accounting…


